
IMPORTANT: An investment in the Fund carries with it a degree of risk.  The value of your investment may go down as well as up, 
and you could lose money on your investment.  Past performance provides no guarantee for the future.  Investors should read the 
Fund’s prospectus before deciding whether to invest.  The opinions and commentary expressed herein should in no way be 
construed as personal investment advice, they are intended solely to illustrate the Fund’s investment strategy and performance.   

 
 

 
Dear Shareholders, 
 
 
On November 30th Citadel closed the books on its fiscal first half.  Coming as it does so close to the end of the 
calendar year, and with markets in somewhat of a funk, this is an opportune moment to report back to you.  The NAV 
per share was EUR 122.47 which is down by 9.3% since Dec. 31st, somewhat lagging the world index but ahead of 
most national indices.  It is a strange year in the sense that the world index is far ahead of almost every national index 
with one notable exception, the US (see the table below for details).  Ironically that is the very market where we saw, 
and still see, the least value. 
 
The whipsaw action of markets in 2011 is disconcerting and nerve-wracking for many investors, and this is something 
we definitely understand.  It pays to remember that for long-term value investors it doesn’t make any real difference.  
If anything, this volatility can be an advantage, and we have used weak days to buy and strong days to sell.  While the 
world is rather uneasy the portfolio is both healthy and incredibly cheap; topics we will spend some time on later in 
this letter.  Since inception Citadel is ahead by 22.5% while the MSCI World Index in Euro’s hovers around the 
break-even level at +2.1% (gross; no taxes on dividends) and -3.0% (net; incl. taxes).        
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Citadel Value Fund 
(performance since inception to November 30th, 2011)

Citadel Value Fund (+22.5%)

MSCI World Index (EUR gross div.) (+2.1%)   
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Since YTD 2010 2009 2008 2007 2006 2005 2004 2003 2002

inception

(11/02/02)

Citadel Value Fund 22.5% -9.3% 12.9% 36.2% -35.8% -0.5% 9.7% 12.0% 17.2% 17.0% -18.4%

MSCI World Index 2.1% -5.3% 20.1% 26.7% -37.2% -1.2% 7.9% 26.8% 6.9% 11.3% -29.9%

+/- vs. index 20.4% -3.9% -7.2% 9.5% 1.4% 0.7% 1.8% -14.8% 10.2% 5.7% 11.5%

note: MSCI World Index based on total returns (including gross dividends, i.e. excluding dividend withholding tax) in Euro's

* annual returns are based on Citadel's estimated NAV as of Dec. 31st, out/underperformance figures may differ due to rounding

source: European Fund Administration, MSCI Barra

Citadel Value Fund Performance
(as of November 30th, 2011)

 
 

2011 Performance Year-to-Date      
      

S&P 500 (US)   -0.8% 

MSCI World Index (gross div.) EUR   -5.3% 

FTSE 100 (UK)   -6.7% 

Citadel Value Fund   -9.3% 

Kospi (South Korea)   -9.9% 

DAX (Germany)   -11.9% 

SMI (Switzerland)   -12.2% 

IBEX 35 (Spain)   -14.3% 

AEX (Netherlands)   -15.5% 

CAC-40 (France)   -17.1% 

BUX (Hungary)   -17.3% 

Nikkei (Japan)   -17.5% 
 
 
 
 

Portfolio news 

 
It is hard to believe that the last letter was only 6 months ago, so much has happened since.  The US suffered the 
ignominy of a downgrade from the cherished AAA level, Greece’s woes have gone from bad to worse, and the Euro 
crisis has inexorably grown in both severity and scope.  The only thing that seemingly hasn’t changed is politicians’ 
singular and laser-like focus on their election/re-election prospects!  Against this backdrop it is little surprise then that 
markets suffered a rocky ride starting in July when the news started to turn grim. 
 
As we reported in the May letter, we were unusually active on the sales side in early 2011 selling a number of 
holdings as they approached our intrinsic value estimates.  As a couple of these were quite large the net cash position 

grew even though we initiated a new position in Tessi and topped up several other holdings.  This proved to be 
fortuitous as the cash generated helped limit the short-term losses when shares prices tumbled.  Even more 
importantly, certainly for the long-term, this cash buffer allowed us to quickly capitalise on a number of opportunities 
in the late summer and early Fall when prices were gyrating wildly.  You probably won’t be surprised to hear that 
since May we have been more active buying than selling although there is one notable exception. 
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While precious few stocks anywhere actually rose since the end of May, US pharma giant Bristol-Myers Squibb was 
one that did manage that feat.  It benefited from a string of good earnings reports and some great news from its late-
stage pipeline.  We decided to use the share price strength to sell the Fund’s position at a modest discount to our 
(admittedly cautious) value estimate.  Although our thesis on the company largely played out as we expected, the final 
result from the stock was somewhat uninspiring (roughly 23% return).  Partly this was due to the huge multi-year 
depreciation of the US$ versus the Euro which erased most of the gains from a higher stock price.  This left only the 
generous dividend to power returns.  Furthermore time worked against us.  It took longer for earnings to recover and 
new products to come on-line than we anticipated and for markets to recognise that.  Nevertheless, Bristol 
outperformed most of its peers as well as the world market during our holding period and this despite the fact that 
sector valuation multiples eroded to historic lows.   
 
Portfolio Holdings
(as of November 30th, 2011)

company activity % of portfolio

GS Home Shopping speciality retail (TV home shopping network) 5.5%

Ahold, Koninklijke NV retail (supermarkets) 5.3%

Bijou Brigitte Modische Accessoires AG speciality retail (costume jewellery stores) 5.2%

Tessi SA industrial services (doc. Processing/FX&gold wholesale) 4.8%

Pronexus Inc. business services (printed & electronic filings/reports) 4.4%

Aéropostale Inc. speciality retail (casual clothing stores) 4.2%

BAE Systems PLC industrial goods (defence) 4.0%

SK Telecom, ADR telecommunication services (mobile) 3.9%

Toyota Industries industrial goods (forklifts, engines, auto's & parts) 3.3%

Nongshim Holdings Co. holding co. (Nongshim, packaging, ingredients) 3.2%

Mediaset Espana SA (was Telecinco) media (TV) 3.1%

Daekyo, preferred consumer services (education) 3.1%

Circle K Sunkus Co. Ltd retail (convenience stores) 3.0%

Village Super Market Inc retail (supermarkets) 3.0%

Zehnder Holding AG industrial goods (radiators) 2.8%

Dewhurst PLC. -A- Non Voting industrial goods (lift panels & controls) 2.6%

Zwack Unicum consumer goods (spirits) 2.4%

Heineken Holding NV consumer goods (brewing) 2.4%

Thorpe, (FW) PLC industrial goods (lighting) 2.4%

Family Mart Co. Ltd. retail (convenience stores) 2.3%

Nongshim Co. consumer goods (food & beverages) 2.3%

Bull SA information technology (computers, services) 1.7%

Signaux Girod SA industrial goods (traffic signs) 1.6%

Kuoni Reisen Holding -B- consumer services (travel agents) 1.6%

Molins PLC industrial goods (tobacco machinery & packaging) 1.6%

Hanil Cement materials (cement production) 1.4%

Royal Reesink NV (CVA) wholesale and trade 1.2%

Clinton Cards PLC speciality retail (card shops) 1.1%

Wolters Kluwer NV media (professional publishing) 1.0%

Coltene Holding AG healthcare (dental products) 0.9%

Proto Corp. media (internet, magazines & data products) 0.5%

Johnston Press PLC media (regional newspapers, internet) 0.1%

Telegraaf Media Groep NV media (newspapers, magazines, radio, TV, internet) 0.1%

Cash and other assets and liabilities 13.9%

100.0%
note: as percentages are rounded to 1 decimal point the sum of the percentages shown may differ from 100  
 
Citadel’s portfolio turnover remains at glacial levels – much as we prefer it (17.5% turnover in the book year to May) 
– but we were uncharacteristically active in the past six months.  We invested in two new positions (Dutch food 

retailer Ahold and Japanese car media and information company Proto) and added to two others (Spanish TV 

network Mediaset Espana/Telecinco, German costume jeweller Bijou Brigitte).  Recently we trimmed Bijou 
Brigitte back as the stock had done well and the weighting was a bit high.  In itself four investments in a half-year is 
not exactly remarkable.  However many of these investments were made over multiple trading sessions – throughout 
August for example we were actively buying on almost every one of the panic days that characterised the month.   
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Ahold is a good illustration.  We first bought shares in late June at what we thought were attractive prices.  The share 
price promptly fell.  Convinced there was no good reason why a cheap stock was suddenly a lot cheaper, we couldn’t 
resist buying more in late August.  Call us crazy but we just don’t see Ahold selling one bag of groceries less now that 
Standard & Poors rates US government debt at less than AAA.  As we expounded on numerous times over the years a 
lower price for something whose value we think is unchanged makes us more enthusiastic not less.  Similar thinking 
drove our purchases of Mediaset Espana and Bijou Brigitte.   Warren Buffett’s wonderful analogy about hoping for 
lower not higher hamburger prices if you’re a consumer of hamburgers still stands the test of time.1  Ahold is now one 
of the larger stakes in the portfolio and we describe it in more detail later in this letter.   
 

Whither the Euro? 

 
We like to elaborate in these semi-annual letters on the Fund’s investment philosophy and strategy and relate it to 
what we are doing and to the stocks that Citadel owns.  In this letter, though, we want to discuss what is likely on 
many of your minds; the Euro crisis.  Coming from avowed bottom-up value investors this should set off some 
warning signs.  However we don’t intend to just throw out our commentary on top of the mass of opinions and 
analysis readily available in any newspaper or television talk show.  Rather we want to concentrate on the potential 
risks and opportunities for the Fund if things turn really nasty. We have explained many times over the years (far too 
many for our liking but it is perhaps a sign of the times) our aversion to top-down analysis and why the cornerstone of 
our investment approach is to concentrate on individual companies and what they are worth. 
 
Macro-economic forecasting adds little to a sound and profitable stock portfolio largely because it is just too difficult 
to get right, and apply to a particular stock.  For that matter even getting the basic choices of cash, bonds, stocks, etc. 
right based on macro-economic prognostications is extremely challenging, if not impossible.  Furthermore, all too 
often what passes for macro-economic analysis is little more than a guess on the short-term direction of stock prices.  
That being said there are times when opening the curtains and looking at the world outside is useful.  This is one of 
those times.   
 
We must preface our comments with the simple remark that history has been punctuated by a succession of financial 
crises.  Most ultimately pass by to become mere blips in the historical record.  Fortunately the doomsday scenarios 
only very, very rarely come to fruition.  Still, as financial regulators like to remind us, the past is no guarantee for the 
future and with that in mind we’d like to lay out what we see as the risks (and opportunities) for Citadel. 
 

If you plan for the worst the eventual outcome is often a pleasant surprise  

 
A wholesale disintegration of the Eurozone is the dreaded worst case scenario.  There is no one who can assess 
exactly how this would play out although there are some obvious risks.  One of these would be the emergence of 
strong and weak currencies within the former Eurozone.  This would lead to currency losses on assets held in weak 
currencies relative to strong ones (we presume the Fund’s currency would be strong due to its Luxembourg domicile).   
In terms of currency exposures the Fund is well diversified, and has almost 60% of its assets outside the Euro-zone 
(mainly the Japanese yen, South Korean won, US dollar, UK pound, Swiss franc).  Of the Euro denominated assets, 
including cash, three-quarters are in what we would describe as strong currency countries (Luxembourg, Germany, 
the Netherlands).  8% of assets are in France and a further 3% are in Spain.  We don’t consider this an unduly risky 
exposure.  Currencies always play a role in global investing and we are well acquainted with dealing with currency 
headwinds.  There are even several instances where Citadel realised excellent returns despite massive currency losses 

(e.g. Contal in Mexico which returned c.125% even though the peso fell by 50% from the initial purchase date). 
 
Another concern would be the safety of the Fund’s cash (14% of assets) given the difficulties banks would surely 
encounter.  Earlier in the summer the Fund withdrew its deposits from a large bank (which shall remain unnamed) and 
concentrated cash deposits at the depository bank KBL in Luxembourg.  KBL’s balance sheet is very conservative.  
At the end of the day it is also reassuring that the bank is ultimately backed by a financially solid government 

                                                           
1 The actual quote is worth reading for those who haven’t: http://www.berkshirehathaway.com/letters/1997.html 
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(Luxembourg). We are incredulous that we find it necessary to review the health of banks merely to assure that the 
Fund’s cash is in good hands.  Though this will likely prove superfluous we don’t want to leave it to chance.  
 

Some thoughts on the risks to the portfolio a blow-up could create… 

 
Risks at individual companies would likely be the most significant concern.  This is usually always the case for the 
investor in stocks.2  The most difficult risks to assess, and therefore potentially the most dangerous, are the 2nd or 3rd 
or 4th order effects.  For example in the Japanese earthquake & tsunami the most potent effects were not from the 
immediate physical damage to companies, radiation, or even reduced demand as you might expect, but rather the 
knock-on hits from disabled suppliers and wide-spread power shortages.   
   
You can categorize the potential risks from a Euro breakup in a number of ways and this is by no means an 
exhaustive list: 
 

● demand risks (e.g. lost sales due to economic downturn and uncertainty, pricing pressure, etc.),  

● currency risks (e.g. losses from translating results in newly devalued currencies into harder currencies, transaction 

effects from producing in hard currency countries and selling in soft currencies from a) lowering prices to maintain 
demand b) losing volume as prices are raised to maintain margins)  

● financial risks (e.g. more difficult or more expensive financing, cash flow or assets in a soft currency and 

borrowing in a hard one, etc.). 

● operational risks (e.g. supply chain or sourcing difficulties, risk of non-payment by clients, production risks 

associated with cross-border facilities, etc.)  
 

…and how the Fund would cope 

 
It is blatantly obvious that a Euro blow-up would not be a picnic but the risks to the Fund and its portfolio companies 
appear manageable.  Indeed they are little different in nature, if not in scope, than those they face every day.  Many 
companies Citadel owns would feel the pinch to varying degrees depending on their location, industry and exactly 
how a break-up unfolds.  Life-threatening or material impairment risks are negligible though.  There are a number of 
reasons why we can state this so categorically.  One of the most important is that we have always strongly favoured 
financially sound companies.  Of the 33 firms in the portfolio all are profitable, and a full 25 have net cash & 
investments.  In fact five of these companies have cash accounts and investment portfolios so large they equal or 
exceed their share prices.  Of those with debt only two have financing needs which in theory could prove problematic.  
However they represent only a tiny portion of the Fund’s assets both individually and in aggregate (just more than 
1%).  As to why we don’t sell them, we think the odds of a financing squeeze are low.  And barring that, these two 
stocks are likely worth between 5 to 10 times what they sell for today. 
 
In a group of 33 companies some of these hypothetical risks would arise if the Euro dissolves.  Yet we fail to see any 
being potent enough to cause lasting and significant damage.  Our firms enjoy considerable diversification in their 
production, clients, suppliers, markets, and so forth, and this mitigates risk.  In the event of problems, they are 
flexible and would rush to adapt.  Furthermore many holdings have a rather resilient business model.  This is due to 
the products they sell, their cost structure, or some other competitive advantage.    
 
From a risk management perspective we strive to avoid a single serious risk cropping up throughout the entire 
portfolio.  The construction of the portfolio is such that there is substantial diversification by industry, functional 
currency and country.  Twelve holdings do no business in Europe at all.  An economic recession would hurt many 
businesses.  However as the experience of 2007-09 showed, a bad year or two (and many did quite well during that 

                                                           
2 By this we mean that if you think about risk, like we do, as being the chance of permanent loss of capital (a significant portion or 

perhaps all), and not a temporary marked-to-market loss stemming from falling stock prices, then it is the fundamental value of an 
individual company which counts.  If a company’s value declines because it structurally earns less, or value is transferred to debt 
holders because of over-leverage, etc., you can speak of a permanent loss.  The stock price will fall to reflect this.  This is 
completely different than the stock price which (temporarily) falls for reasons largely or wholly unrelated to a company’s 
underlying fundamentals.   
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period) would not significantly degrade their value.  Stock prices invariably bounce back quickly if the initial fears 
prove unwarranted or exaggerated. 
 

Although stock prices are up, the portfolio is almost as cheap as in March 2009  

 
Finally, and perhaps most important of all, our companies are already trading at huge discounts to their value.  On 
2010 results the portfolio trades at roughly 4 times operating earnings (EBIT) and only 72% of capital employed (i.e. 
the book value of the fixed assets, goodwill and working capital invested in these businesses).  We can’t remember a 
time, with the possible exception of the market bottom in March 2009, when the overall portfolio was valued so 
modestly.  Our companies are cheap today and would still look cheap even if earnings were structurally slashed 
across the board – regardless of how remote a possibility we think that is.   
 

Opportunity is born in the cradle of fear and uncertainty  

 
Historically many of Citadel’s best investments were made when things looked bleakest.  This is not surprising for as 
fear and uncertainty gain the upper hand investors trade on pure emotion, not reason.  And when reason is thrown out 
the window financial assets including stocks usually become grossly mis-priced.  For us that always signals 
opportunity.  Today we see more opportunities than a half year earlier.  Were the current Euro crisis to spiral out of 
control, as we and everybody hope it won’t, the number of opportunities couldn’t help but grow.  And we think we’d 
be well placed to take advantage of the situation.  Either way we continue to scour the globe looking for attractive 
businesses at deep discount prices and are having some success doing so.     
 
What shareholders may not realise is how critical their own role is in realising good returns.  If money flows out when 
our idea stream is peaking then the Fund will have to forgo making investments when they are at their most attractive.  
It might even be forced to sell deeply discounted holdings when we would prefer to be taking advantage of the selling 
(forced or otherwise) of others.   Ideally new or additional investments in the Fund are most welcome when the gloom 
is thickest.  We consider ourselves fortunate that unlike so many funds Citadel’s shareholders have always been very 
loyal, and particularly when markets were at their worst.  This is why we consider these letters and the monthly 
updates to be so important; if you know how and why we are investing your money you’ll be at ease when markets go 
through one of their periodic seizures. 
 
In the almost 10 years of Citadel’s existence we have only twice ventured an opinion on stocks in general, extolling 
them in the May 2003 and November 2008 letters.3  We felt this was an important signal.  If deep-value individual 
stock-pickers like us dare venture an opinion about stock markets, then prices have to be pretty darned attractive. 
Those were moments when we could put every penny to good use, and the Fund’s cash position reflected that.   
 
Today we are finding some new ideas, mainly in Europe and Japan.  It is not easy, however, to find many stocks 
which look better than those that Citadel already owns.  That in itself is reassuring.  It’s also the reason why we 
haven’t put even more of the cash to work (some have asked).  We’ve chosen in several cases to add to existing 
names rather than establishing any new positions.  The three new companies that were bought in 2011 each bring 
attractive characteristics to the overall portfolio and we elaborate on one below. 
 
 

Ahold – results you can rely on  

 
Although we touched on Ahold in one of the monthly newsletters we wanted to flesh out the case a bit more. As of 
November 30th the position is the second largest in the portfolio and that is not by chance. 
 

                                                           
3 See http://www.citadelfund.com/downloads/Letter%20to%20Shareholders%20May%2031st%202003.pdf and 

http://www.citadelfund.com/downloads/Letter%20to%20Shareholders%20November%2030%202008.pdf  
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In a portfolio of relatively unknown companies Ahold will be at least slightly familiar to many shareholders.  The 
company operates the largest supermarket chain in the Netherlands and is a major player in the U.S. Northeast.  It 
also owns big stakes in the leading grocers in Scandinavia (primarily Sweden) and Portugal. 
 
Needless to say we were attracted to Ahold by the valuation and we think its intrinsic value is easily twice our entry 
price.  The headline valuation multiples in and of themselves are not shockingly low, at least not relative to Citadel’s 
extremely undervalued portfolio.  Including stakes it holds in other companies (which we valued separately) we 
calculate that we paid 3.8X 2010 EBITDA, 6.1X EBIT and 140% of Capital Employed.  These are attractive 
multiples but, if you recall, higher than the average for the portfolio.  So why the enthusiasm? 
 
There are a number of reasons.  The crux of the matter is that we have an unusually high degree of confidence that 
Ahold’s results are sustainable.  They will likely grow (the only real debate being by how much) and the cash the 
company throws off each year will to a significant extent see its way to our pockets. 
 
Ahold has gone through a decade of remaking itself after an earlier growth obsessed management team almost blew 
the company apart through ill-advised and over-priced acquisitions.  The company is now back to its roots and is 
focussed (to our delight) on doing the myriad of things that make one grocer stand apart from another.  Prior to his 
promotion, the current CEO Dick Boer successfully revitalised the Dutch Albert Hein chain, and is making good 
progress in the US operations.  Both operations enjoy good margins and same-store sales are increasing.  Weak 
consumer spending and higher food input prices pose short-term (temporary) challenges but Ahold’s results are stable 
and even growing.  This underlines the attractiveness of well-run food retail formats.  The overall solidness and 
stability of sales and results are welcome attributes in a time of economic uncertainty. 
 
Although the company has taken flak from certain quarters for not doing enough to foster growth (which invariably 
means acquisitions…some people never seem to learn…) it is sticking to its knitting.  In its recent strategic review the 
company highlighted several incremental growth initiatives which seem to fit nicely with its existing business and its 
capabilities.  Above all they don’t represent an expensive leap in the dark as so many large acquisitions we see, seem 
to.  In the medium to long-term Ahold should succeed in growing both its margins and its sales.  But comfortingly 
this can be seen as an option we’re getting for free; nice if it happens but not essential to making the case work.   
 
On 2010 figures, and at the prices Citadel paid, the company is generating an excellent 15.5% Free Cash Flow yield.  
We feel confident that these cash flows will fully accrue or be paid out to Ahold’s shareholders.  Beyond the money 
invested in maintaining and growing the business Ahold is paying a decent dividend (3.2% yield).  It recently raised 
the pay-out to 40-50%.  Furthermore it is buying back massive amounts of its own stock (current programme for 
almost 10% of the shares outstanding).  This is one the best investments management could make seeing just how 
attractive the stock price is.  It is one thing for a company to run a profitable cash generative operation, it is quite 
another to allocate the capital generated in a way that truly benefits shareholders.  Refreshingly, Ahold’s new boss 
seems to have a very good grasp of the essentials of capital allocation.    
   
 

In conclusion 

 
 
All in all it’s been another wild ride for markets in 2011.  Away from the volatility of financial markets, well-run 
conservatively financed companies continue to improve their products and services, chisel away at costs and 
generally build value.   At a time when even traditional “risk-free” assets like sovereign debt have lost their lustre, the 
shares of solid companies acquired at sensible prices remain compelling stores of wealth.  We can unfortunately add 
little to prognostications about where the European and global economy goes from here.  What we can do is pay great 
attention to the portfolio, and ensure that the firms we own will endure and prosper, come what may.  And where 
firms go stock prices inevitably follow.  While there are understandable concerns about how the Euro crisis will 
resolve itself, the fundamentals of the portfolio lend themselves to optimism.      
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We’d like to leave you with a quote which just came across our desks from Richard Dewhurst, the chairman of 
Dewhurst PLC, which the Fund has owned for several years.  To put it in context we must first explain that we had 
been expecting the company’s 2011 sales to be weak and profits to fall after a number of very good years.  It’s a 
practical and timely example why we are confident about the Fund and its portfolio, notwithstanding the worries 
around us.  In the December earnings release Mr. Dewhurst wrote, “With the continued turbulent economic climate I 
am pleased to be able to report sales at record levels and operating profit before goodwill write-off also just ahead of 
last year’s record.”  Dewhurst has no debt, a lot of cash, and is valued at roughly 2X operating earnings. 
 
Thank you for your investment in the Fund, and your trust in us.  We will do all we can to warrant it.  This only 
leaves us to wish you a very Merry Christmas, a wonderful holiday season and a Happy New Year!!     
 
 
Kind regards, 
 
 
The Board of Directors        December 9th, 2011 

Citadel Value Fund SICAV            
 


